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ON L (p, q) SPACES x)

by Richard A. Hunt

Section 0. Introduction

L (p, q) spaces are function spaces which are closely related to LP spaces.
Recall that a complex-valued function/ defined on a measure space (M, m)

belongs to LP if \\f\\p (J |/(x) |p dm (x))llp < oo. From the definition
e

of the above integral we have that ||/||J is the least upper bound of finite
sums Iypn m {{x e M :yn^\f{x) \ < j„+1}) with 0 It
follows that ||/||p is completely determined by the distribution function of/,

(y) m ({* E M : \f(x) I > y})> y > 0. With each function Xf (j) we
associate the function /* (t) inf {y > 0 : Xf {y) ^ t}, t > 0. Xf and /*
are non-negative and non-increasing. If Xf (y) is continuous and strictly
decreasing /* is the inverse function of Xf. The most important property
of/* is that it has the same distribution function as /. It follows that

00

(j \f(x)\pdm(x))1»[/*(o
M 0

Let us write this equation in a more suggestive form as

00

11/11, (-J [t1/p/*(<)]p<fr/01/p.
P 0

The Lorentz space L (p, q) is the collection of all/ such that ||/||p? < oo,
where

(-J [t1/pf* (t)~\qdtjt)llq 0 < p < oo 0 < q < oo
P o

supf1/p/*(0 0 < p ^ co q oo
t> o

WfWl

We see tfiat ||/||p - ||/||;p, so LP L(p,p). We shall see that ||y „Mf
II/IIp«!'0 < 00• Hence, Z,(p, <= L(p, £2) for ^ ^ £2. In

particular, L p,c -LP(p,^2) «= Z, (/>, 00) for 0 < ^ p g çr2 ^ 00.

1) This work was supported by the U.S. Army Contract DA-31-124-ARO (D)-58 and NSF Grant
GP-5628.
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In this sense the L (p, q) spaces give a refinement of Lp and L (/;, go). L (/?, x
plays an important role in analysis and is sometimes called weak Lp.

The fact that L (/;, q) space theory provides an advantageous setting for
Lp theory is best seen in results concerning the Marcinkiewicz interpolation
theorem. (See [32, Vol. LI, p. 112].) This theorem states:

Ij T belongs to a certain class (quasi-linear) of operators and ||

BiH.011
pp ' llere1 ^ p, ^ qt^co, / 0, 1, p0 ^ and q0 # qx, then

|| Tf\\qe ^ Be||/||Pe, where \/p0(1 -0)lp0 + 0/Pl,\jqe - (1

0 < 0 < 1.

Let us weaken the hypothesis of this theorem by requiring only that
|| Tf\\l f Bt ||/||Pl-i, / 0, L We can then obtain the stronger conclusion

|| Tf\\*ePe ^ Be ||/||w as a consequence of a well known inequality of
Hardy. Hence, using elementary Lorentz space theory we weaken the
hypothesis, strengthen the conclusion and shorten the proof of the Lp theorem
(see [15]). Also, consideration of the Lorentz space analogue (the weak type
theorem of Section 3) shows that the condition qQ L p0 is necessary in the
Lp result (see [14]).

One of the purposes of this paper is to present, in one place, the basic

properties of L (p, q) spaces and some tools which are useful in their study.
The behavior of operators on these spaces is also studied.

For the most part, the presentation presupposes only a knowledge of
basic measure theory.

Section 1 of this paper contains a development of elementary properties
and inequalities which are useful in the study of Lorentz spaces. In Section 2

we develop topological properties of the spaces. || \\*pq gives a natural

topology for L (/?, q) such that L (p, q) is a topological vector space. The

introduction of /**, an analogue of /*, leads to a metric onL(p,q).

(/**(/) sup (-L J I f{x))rdm{x)pc0<i'5 I .)L(p,q) is seen
m(E)^t m (L) E

to be a Frechet space and in some cases, a Banach space. The continuity of
linear, sub-linear and quasi-linear operators is considered in terms of the

above mentioned metric. Continuous linear functional on the L (/;, q) spaces

are discussed. Section 3 is devoted to the development of two interpolation
theorems for Lorentz spaces. One of these is an analogue of the Marcinkiewicz

theorem on the interpolation of operators acting on Lp spaces. The

other is an analogue of the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem. (See [32, Vol. IT,

p. 95].) The behavior of operators on L (/;, q) spaces is studied in Section 4.
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This is done by considering in detail some classical LP operators. Related

references are contained in Section 5.

I would like to acknowledge that much of this development was

contained in my Ph. D. Thesis obtained at Washington University in
St. Louis under the direction of Professor Guido Weiss. My thanks go to
Professor Weiss and to Professor Mitchell Taibleson for their many helpful
suggestions in the preparation of this paper. Professor Antoni Zvgmund
suggested the present expository form of the L (p, q) space results.

Section 1. Elementary properties and inequalities

We consider only complex-valued, measurable functions defined on a

measure space (Af, m). The measure m is assumed to be non-negative and

totally cr-finite. We assume the functions / are finite valued a.e. and, for
some y > 0, m (£v) < oo, where Ey =- Ey [/] { x e M : j /(x)\ > y }. As
usual, we identity functions which are equal a.e.

The distribution function off is defined by X (y) Xf (y) m (Ef), y > 0.

X (y) is non-negative, non-increasing and continuous from the right. The

non-increasing rearrangement of f onto (0, oo) is defined by /* (t)
-- --- inf {y > 0 : Xf (y) g /}, t > 0. Since Xf (y) < oo for some y > 0 and

/is finite valued a.e. we have that Xf (y) -> 0 as y -» oo. It follows that/*(t)
is well defined for t > 0. /* (t) is clearly non-negative and non-increasing
on (0, oo). If Xf (y) is continuous and strictly decreasing then /* (t) is the
inverse function of Xf(y).

It follows immediately from the definition of /* (t) that

(i-D f*P/(v))^ y

Since Xf (y) is continuous from the right we have

(1.2)

Inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) can be used to prove two elementary properties
of/*.
(1.3) /* (t) is continuous from the right.

Proof. We have /* (t) ^ f* (t+h) for all h > 0. If there exists y such
that /*(0 > y > f* (t+h) for all h > 0, then, using (1.2), we have

'-j- (>') ^ Xf (/* (t+h)) ^ / + h for all h > 0. That is, Xf (y) g t. It follows
that /* (t) g y, which is a contradiction.



(1.4) if (y) f°r aM y > o.

Proof. Xf+ (j) is the Lebesgue measure of the set of points / > 0 for
which /* (0 > y. Since /* is non-increasing we have

(*) Xf. (>') sup { t>0:/* (0 > y}.
We see from (*) that /* (Af (y)) ^ y implies Af (7) ^ Af+ (y).
If t > Af* (y), then (*) implies/* (t) ^ y. Hence, Af (y) ^ Af(f* (t)) ^ t.

It follows that Af(y) ^ Af* (7) and (1.4) is proved.
By a simple function we mean a function which can be written in the

form

N

f(x) Z
j= 1

where cl9cN are complex numbers, El9 ...,FN are pairwise disjoint sets

of finite measure and Xe (x) denotes the characteristic function of the

set E. For such a function let c*u c*N be a rearrangement of the numbers

I c1 |, I cN I such that c\ ^ c\ ^ ^ c*N ^ 0. Then

c\ 0 < t < m

j -1 i
C Z m(Ek) ^ t<Z(Ek)> J 2, ...,1V

fc=l fc=l/*(0

0 ^ z "»(£*)•
fc= 1

It is very useful to note

(1.5) If f (x) is a non-negative simple function, then we can write
N

f (x) £ fy (x), where f) (x) is a non-negative function with exactly
j 1

N

one positive value and f * (t) Y 0 (0-
j=i

Proof Suppose f(x)= Y cjXEj(x\ where El9 EN are pairwise
j= 1

j
disjoint and cx > > cN > cN+l — 0. Let Fy u Ek and ccj Cj — cj+l,

&=i

j 1, W Set fj (x) ~ ay M and we are done-
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Consideration of the functions/(x) \ — x and g (x) x, 0 ^ x ^ 1,

shows that we do not always have (/+#)* (0 èf* (0 + g* (0- However,

(1.6) (/ + #)* Oi +12) =/* Oi) + 0
* O2) > h>t2>Q'

Proof\ Since

{xeM : |/(x) + g (x)\ >f*(h) + g* (t2)}

C {xe M:|/(.x)| >/* (t^ } u {x e (x) | > }

we have kf+g (/* (/x) + g* (t2)) ^kf(f* (?/)) + Ag (g* (t2j) ^ + f2. This

implies (1.6).
The Lorentz spaceL (p, q) is the collection of all/such that ||/||;, < °o,

where

Il/Il*

00 dt
(- j [C/p/* (t)p —)1/9 0 < p < 00 0 < q < co
P 0 t

supt1/p/* (0, 0<p^oo, q co
t> 0

The case /?=oo,0<g<oois not of interest since J [/* 0)]4 dtjt < 00
0

implies / 0 a.e.

Since / and /* have the same distribution function we have ||/||;p
— (J |/(x) |P dm (x))1/p. Hence, L (p, p) is the familiar Lp space on

M

(M, m).
Since /* is essentially the inverse function of

(1.7) supf1"/*« supj^OO]1".
t>0 y>0

L (/?, 00) plays an important role in analysis and is often called weak LP.

Lp and weak Lp, as well as all L (p, q) which have the same first index /?,

are related by

(1.8) ll/li;,2 ^ 11/11*,, 0<qi^q2^K.
Proof In case q2 °° we have, since /* (t) is non-increasing,

tl/pf*(t) /*(t)P 0



S (-J [//p/*O0],1<Wj0,/" •

P o

The result follows immediately.
In case q2 < °o it is sufficient to prove the inequality for simple functions

since we can clearly find simple functions/, (t) such that 0 ^ fn / /* \

and apply the monotone convergence theorem.
If / is a simple function we have /* (t) ck for ak_l < / < ak*

k 1, N, where c1 > c2 > > cN > 0 and 0 a0 < a{ < < as.
N

Then ll/Jl ;q=C£cl (ak'P~ak-i)y/?-By setting and
k= 1

9 wsz q1jq2 we see that (1.8) is a consequence of

o î d^-b^pèiidUbi-bipy
k= 1 1

for co > clx > d2 > > 0, 0 .r-- b0 < /?, < < oo and 0 < 0 < 1.

The proof of (*) is by finite induction. (*) is obviously true (with equality)
for N s* 1. Assume (*) is true for N and consider

N

?(*)'«= (I dlibl-b'-,) + x'ib^-bjyi0 I

k= 1

N I

- L dk{bk-bk^l) + x(bN+1-bu)),
k= 1 I

We must show that cp (dN+1) ^ 0. We have cp (0) ^ 0 and cp (dN) i> Ö by J

our induction hypothesis, since cp (0) ^ 0 is exactly (*) and cp (dN) is (*) J

with bN replaced by bN+1. A simple calculation shows that cp" (x) ^ 0 for

x > 0. Hence, cp (x) £ 0 for 0 ^ x S dN. Since 0 < dN+i < dN this
completes the proof.

If Xe 1S the characteristic function of a set of finite measure then

|| Xe \\*pq lm {E)Vlp f°r P> d- This implies that inequality (1.8) is best

possible. Shorter proofs can be used to obtain ||/||pf7o ^ B \\ f\\*pqr q{ < q2.

For example,

oo if oo 2 k

[pipf* (t)]q2_)n/«2^( £ [/*(2t_ l)]'12 [— J r'«1 (/rJ )•" 1,2

P 0Â
t k=- 00 P 2k-1

oo

< £ [/* (2/c_1)]<zl 2
k= - co
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a? 2k-t U

x J -Pi=-»2>-! 1

-ß[!!/ll
(1.8) clearly implies L(p,qi) a L{p, q2), 0 < ^ #2 < 00• If

measure space (A/, /?/) contains a countably infinite collection of pairwise
disjoint sets of finite non-zero measure it is easy to construct a simple
function f which belongs to L (p, qx) but does not belong to L (/?, q2) for
any given /; and qx < q2.

L (/?, q) spaces with different first indices are related only in special cases.

For example, if m (M) < oo, L (p2, q2) a L (p2, go) ci L (pu qfi for pt :g p2.
If m (E) ^ 1 for every measurable set E a M with m (E) > 0, then

L(pu qx) c: L(pu ex)) c= L (p2, q2) for pt g p2.
(1.8) and the following inequalities are fundamental to the study of

L (/x q) spaces.
A function cp (.v) defined on an interval of the real line is said to be

convex if for every pair of points Pl9 P2 on the curve y cp (x) the points
of the arc P{ P2 are below, or on, the chord Pl P2. For example, xr, r | 1,

is convex in (0, oo) and ex is convex in (-co, oo). We will need Jensen's

integral inequality. (See [32, Vol. I, p. 24].)

Theorem. (Jensen): Suppose cp (u) is convex in an interval at ^ u ^ ß9

a ^ f (x) ;g ß in a ^ x ^ b and that p (x) is non-negative with
b

J p (x) dx 0. Then
a

b b

J /(.*) p (x)dx I ç /(x))p(x) dx

<p(i——) ^ :

j p (x) dx J p (x) dx
a a

where all integrals in question are assumed to exist and be finite.
b b

Proof. Let y {fp dx/ J p dx. Then a y <, ß. Let us first suppose
a a

that a < y < ß, and let k be the slope of a supporting line of cp through
the point (y, cp (y)). Then since cp is convex, we have

(*) (p{ii) — (p[y) f k(u—y), a ^ u <L ß.
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Replacing u by /(x) in (*), multiplying both sides by p (x), and integrating
over a ^ x ^ b, we obtain

b b r b b \
j cp (/(x)) p (x) dx — (p (y) J p (x) dx ^ k < j/(x)p(x) dx — y J p (x) dx > 0,

which is the desired inequality. If y ß, then f(x) ß at a.e. point at
which p (x) > 0 and the inequality is obvious. Similarly if y a.

Theorem (Hardy): If q ^ 1, r > 0 andf ^ 0, then

00 t n o°

(J [J/C-V)^ -(J b/O0]4)'~r~1 <F)1/4
0 0 r 0

and

00 00 00

(J [J/OO^]4''-1^)1'4 g~(f b/OO]4/"1 ^)1/? •

Of r 0

t

Proof The technique of the proof is to write [\f{x)dy\q as
o

t

[jf(x)y~ccyady]q and apply Jensen's inequality to the measure ya dy. We
o

obtain an inequality of the form

00 t CO

(1 [J/0Od/]'r'~W4 ^ C(«)(J b/OO]4^'"1^)"4-
0 0 0

a is then chosen so that C(a) is minimal. In this case a (r/q)— 1 is the

best choice.

00 t

(J [f/OO^]4*-1-1*)1'4
0 0

a œ r
1

i( f [-rr/* J/(>0j;~(r/^)+1 dypr1 ^)1/g
r o Q o

which, by Jensen's inequality, is majorized by

00 t

(i)l-lAl(J [f(/(j;)y-<r/«>+1)«/'/<>-1^]r<r/'')-"1 dl)1'".
r oo
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After applying Fubini's Theorem we see that the last expression is equal to

qilbf(y)~]qy-r"dyy
r o

The proof of the second inequality is the same except that r is replaced

by —r.

m(E)

(1.9) j \f(x)g(x)\dm(x)^JE 0

Proof. We may assume/ and g are non-negative simple functions. We

then write / I f} and g I gk as in (1.5). (1.9) is clearly true for the

functions /,- gk and the result follows.

Finally, let us note

ly 1 *
(1.10) -J g{t)dt g- f g(t)dt for 0 < x fg y

: y o * a

; where g (t) is non-negative and non-increasing on t > 0.

j (1.10) is geometrically obvious.
j

I

Section 2. Topological properties

(1.6) implies that/+ g e L (/?, q) iff g eL (p, q). Since ||. \\*pq is positive
homogeneous we see that L (p, q) is a linear space. \\.\\*pq leads to a topology
on L (p, q) such that L (p, q) is a topological vector space. fn -> /e L (p, q)
in this topology if and only if ||/—fn \\*pq 0. We shall see that this space
is metrizable.

For p, q fixed we define two analogues of /*. Choose r such that
0 < r ^ 1, r ^ q and r < p. Let

/#*(/) =y**(f>r)

s,uFf> (-tir i|/(x) |r dm (x)y,r >f=m (m)
m(E) E

(f \f(x)\" dm(x))llr, (M).
^ M

Consider (/*)** (/). Since any g** is non-negative and non-increasing we
can use (1.9) and (1.10) to see that
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(/*)**(?) (l'ttf
t 0

/** leads easily to a metric on L (/?, <?), avoiding technical difficulties which
might occur when the measure m is atomic. /** is also useful because for
some purposes it is more closely related tof than is/*.(/*)** is especially
suited for applications of Hardy's inequality.

(2.1) /* ^/**(,) ^ (/*)**(*).
The first inequality in (2.1) follows from the fact that ifE { x e M : | /(x) |

1:/* (0} then m (if) ä t. The second inequality follows from (1.9) and

(1.10).
Let ll/IU II/** Hm-

/*,/** and (/*)** are further related by

(2.2) ||/||;? ^ |/j]M <£ \\f* \\M(Pl(p-r))1 1/1«.
(2.2) follows immediately from (2.1) and Hardy's inequality.

It is clear that

[(/+#)**(o]r ^ [/**(0]r +

so that p (f g) 11 y— g\\rPq is a metric onL (p, q). (2.2) implies the topology
of L (p, q) given by 11.11 *pq is equivalent to the metric topology given by 11. j|^r

(2.3) L (p, q) is complete with respect to the metric p (f, g) || f— g H^.

Proof. Suppose p fm,fn) 0 as m,n -> oo, where fn e L (/;, q), n ^ 1.

We have ||/I)*«, ^ ||/||p, ^ ||/||pr It followsfrom(1.7) that the sequence

{/, j is fundamental in measure and, hence, the exists a subsequence {f„k}
which converges almost uniformly to a function /. (See [7, p. 93].)

Fix L such that p(fn,fL) < £ for n ^ TV (e). Let (pk ^ f„k—fL and

(p f—fL. Then cpk converges almost uniformly to <p and by Fatoffis

lemma, <p** (0 ^ liminf (p*k* (/), and || cp \\rpq ^ lim inf || cpk jj^. That is,
k -* oo

P fJù < z- Hence, /e L (p, q) and p (f,fL) -> 0 as L -> oo.

(2.4) Simple functions are dense in L (p, q), q =£ oo.

Proof Suppose feL(p, <7), p ^ co. We may assume that / ^ 0. We

show that given any e, <5 > 0 there exists a simple function fn such that

OSL^fand (f—fn)* (0 ^ e f°r Note that/* (t) 0 as t oc.

It follows that m (if£ [/]) < 00. Hence, we can find a simple function fn ^ 0
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such that fn (y) 0 for y Ee [/] and 0 ^ f(x) — fn (x) < e for all

y g Ee [/] except for a set of measure less than <5. Then m({x e M : | f{x)
— fn M I > £}) < so (f—fn)* (0 8 f°r t ^ <5. We obtain a sequence of
simple functions fn such that (/—/„)* (0 -> 0 as « -> oo and /* (t) ^ /* (7),

for each t > 0. We have (/-/„)* (0 ^ / * (t/2) + /* (f/2) £ 2/* (7/2) and

Lebesgue's Theorem on dominated convergence implies || f—fn \\*pq -> 0 as

n -> a for q ^ oo.

It is well known that a linear mapping of one Frechet space into another
is continuous if and only if it maps bounded sets into bounded sets. (See

[6, p. 54].) Since ||/||pq is positive homogeneous, a linear operator T which

maps L (/?, q) into L (p\ q) is continuous if and only if there exists a positive
number c such that || Tf\\*p,q, ^ c||/||pg> where c is independent of
feL(p, q).

Let us note the following interesting and useful result:

(2.5) Suppose T is a linear operator which maps characteristic functions
XE, m (E) < oo, into a Banach space B and || TyE || ^ c || yE ||*i,
where c is independent of yE. Then there exists a unique linear extension

ofT to a continuous mapping of h (p, 1) into B.

Proof Suppose/ ^ 0 is a simple function. According to (1.5) we write

f= Zfm where fn cn yFn and/* £/*. Then

I Tf || Il T(If„) I ^ I I Tf„I^ c z II/„ Ii;, C ||/ ||;x.

Then || Tf\\ ^ c H/H^ for any complex-valued simple function/. Since
the simple functions are dense in L (/?, 1) we can then extend T uniquely
to a bounded operator of L (/?, 1) into B.

It is of interest to know which of the L (/?, q) spaces may be considered
to be Banach spaces.

(2.6) L (1, 1) and L (p, q), 1 < p S °°5 1 ^ q ^ oo, are Banach spaces
for any measure space (M, m). For any other p, q there are measure
spaces such that L (p, q) cannot be considered to be a Banach space
in such a way that the topology corresponding to the norm is comparable
to the metric topology.

Proof. It is immediate that ||.||p4, with 1 is a norm. This norm is

applicable to the spaces L (p, q),1 < p<;oo, 1 g ^ oo, ||. ||1, is already
a norm for L(l, 1). Also, note that ||.||n ||• iPfSb-

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XII, fasc. 4. 18
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Let M (0 oo) and m be real Lebesgue measure. Since L (p, q) is a

Frechet space, (2.6) follows from the fact that none of the remaining spaces
contain a bounded convex open set. (See [16].) This is easily seen from the

following constructions:
In case 0 < q < 1 let

m
2k 0 < t < 2~kp

0 t^2~kp, fc^l.
Then )k 1| pq

— 1, but
1 ^

X fk
k= 1

k || pq
' oo as n —> go.

In case 0 < p < 1 choose s such that 1 < e < - and let
P

fkif)
k-d/p) + s k < t ^ k + 1

0 otherwise, k ^ 1

1 "
Then \\fk||*9^ 1, but || - £ fk||*4co as n -» oo.

nk= 1

In the cases where p 1 divide (0, go) into pairs of intervals

Ik0, Ikl where 700 (0, 1] I01 (1,2]

ho— (2k_1 (3) + (k —1) 2k~i,2k(3)+(/c-l)2fc-1] and

Ikl (2k_1(3) + (k-l)2k~l, (3) + (fc — 1) 2k] fc^l. Let

k k~ 1

Jk0 U Ito) u U Tji and -4i hi-Note that | [ |

i=0 i= 0

If fk0 is zero on Jki define fkl by

f
0

Ai(0
'

t E JkO

fko I Jko I) ^Jkl
/k0 otherwise

In case <7 oo let

/oo

JkO

2k~1

0

t elk0

telkl, k^O,
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In case 1 < q < oo choose- < a < 1 and let
<1

/oo (0 —

2~k-k-* te Ik0

0 tehi, k^O.

The result is then seen by considering sums of the form (fkoffkùlf
k — 0, 1,....

For the remainder of this section let us consider continuous linear

functional I on L (p, q). We have | I (/) | ^ B ||/||p3 for all /eL(p, q).

Consider L (p, 1), 1 ^ p < oo. Define (E) I (xE)> A* iß) is a measure
and \ fi(E) \ ^ B \ \ Xe\\*pi B [m (E)]1/p. Hence, \x is absolutely continuous
with respect to m. The Radon-Nikadyn Theorem (see [7, p. 138]) then gives

a function g (x) such that ji (E) I (xE) =J Xe (*) S (x) dm (x). This
M

leads to I (/) J /(x) g (x) dm (x) and hence | J /(x) g (x) dm (x) |

M M

ß l|/||pi for a\\feL(p,1). Setting/(x) [exp argg(*))].yE(x)we
obtain j j g (x) | dm (x) / B [m (E)]1,p.Therefore,

E

—h-j I g(x)Idm(x) ^ B[m (£)]"1/p' ^
m (E)E

for t ^ m(E), where l/p + 1 \p' 1. It follows thatg** (t) ^ Bt~1Ip\ so

geL(p, co) and || g \\*pfo0 ^ B. (It is interesting to note how naturally g**
appeared in the above discussion.) Conversely, for any g e L (p\ oo),

1(f) j g (x) / (x) dm (x) defines a continuous linear functional on
M

L (/?, 1). Since

I J 9 (x)f(x) dm(x) I ^ j g * (t)f* (t) ^ || I*,«, J t dtMO 0

P\\d\\p<oo \\J [j pi •

This proves that L (p\ oo) is the conjugate space of L (p, 1). For the same
reasons that L1 is not the conjugate space of L°° we cannot expect L (/?, 1)

to be the conjugate space of L (//, oo).
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Suppose now that I is a continuous linear functional on L (/?, q), 1 </? < oo,
1 < q < oo. Since ||/||^ ^ ||/||pi> '*s also a continuous linear function
on L(p, 1). Hence, there exists a function geL(p', oo) such that

(*) 1(f) jf(x)g(x)dm(x) for all feL(p, 1).
M

In particular, (*) holds for all simple functions. Using (*) and | / (/) |

^ ^ can be shown that g gI (//, #'), - + — 1, ~ -f ~ 1,

p p' q q'
and (*) holds for allfeL (p, #). Conversely, for any g e L (p\ q'), (*) defines

a continuous linear functional on L (p, #). We have obtained

(2.7) The conjugate space of L (p, 1) is L (p\ oo), where
*

H— 1.
P p'

The conjugate space ofL (p, q), 1 < p < oo, 1 < q < oo, w L (p', q'),

11 11where —| 1, —| — 1, and hence, these spaces are reflexive.
P p qq

According to (2.5) any continuous linear functional on L (p, q), 1 ^p < oo,

q < 1, can be extended to a continuous linear functional on L(p, 1).

Suppose I is a continuous linear functional on L (p, 1), 0 < p < 1. Let

us assume that m (M) < oo. Since (M, m) is <r-finite this will result in no
loss of generality in the following argument. We have

I 1(Xe)I^ BIZjE i;, B[m(JE)]1'" ^ (M)](1/",_1 || ||],

Hence, by (2.5), I can be extended to a continuous linear functional on

L(l, 1) L1. Then there exists a function g e V° such that 1(f)
J fW)g{x)dm(x) for all /eL1. Also, | J g(x)f(x) dm (x) | / ||/||*,.
M M

As before, we have

—1—
J I g(x)I dm(x) ^ B[m(E)](1/")_1

m (E) E

In case (M, m) is non-atomic this implies that g (x) 0 a.e. and, hence j

1=0 on L(p, 1). It follows that the trivial functional I 0 is the only

continuous linear functional on the spaces L (/?, q), 0 < p < 1, 0 < q < oo.

If / is a continuous linear functional on L (1, q), I < q, then I is a continuous

linear functional on L (1, 1) L\ so there exists a function g e Lf
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such that /(/) j f(x)g(x)dm(x) for all fe L(l,l) and 11 f(x) dm(x) \

M M

<; B ||/||ig. If (M, m) is non-atomic we can use this to show that g 0 a.e.

and, hence the trivial functional I 0 is the only continuous linear functional
on L (1, q), 1 < q < oo.

Section 3. Interpolation theorems

Suppose T is an operator which maps L(ph qt) boundedly intoL(p'h q'i),
i 0, 1. An interpolation theorem for L (p, q) spaces can then be described

as a method which leads to inequalities of the form|| T/"||^'«' B ||/||p«>
B independent offe L (p, q). The intermediate spaces L (/?, q) and L (p\ q')
and the corresponding constant B are determined by the method of
interpolation.

Interpolation theorems can generally be classified as either weak type
or strong type. The two types of theorems are easily characterized. The
weak type theorems are proved by real variable methods which utilize
only minimal hypotheses. Since the weak hypotheses are characteristic of
the real method of proof, the conclusions are limited. In the case of Lorentz

spaces the essential part of the weak type hypothesis is that the range spaces
of the given end point conditions are weak Lp spaces. We can then conclude

only that an intermediate space L (p, q) is mapped boundedly into an appropriate

space L (pf, q where q ^ q. In order to utilize a stronger hypothesis
to arrive at a stronger conclusion, we must go to the complex methods of
proof which are characteristic of the strong type theorems. The two methods
also differ in the intermediate spaces obtained and in the behavior of the

corresponding constants B. In general, we obtain more intermediate spaces
by the weak type methods. However, the constants corresponding to the
weak type methods are, in some sense, not as satisfactory. This is seen in
the prototypes of the weak and strong type theorems, the interpolation
theorem of Marcinkiewicz and the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem.

An operator T mapping functions on a measure space into functions
on another measure space is called quasi-linear if T{f+g) is defined whenever

Tf and Tg are defined and if | T(f+g) \ K (\ Tf\ + \ Tg \) a.e.,
where K is independent of/ and g. An argument similar to that which led
to (1.6) gives

(3.1) (T(f+g))*(t) Û K((Tf)*(tl
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Our weak type theorem is a consequence of Hardy's inequality.

Weak type theorem: If T is quasi-linear and

H) II Tf IIPi«; Bi II fllp.-«i'î o,l, p0<Pi, p'o *p\,
then

c) \\Tf\\;essBe\\f\\;ei,

where q^s and, for 0 < 0 <1, l/p9 (1 -0)/po + 0/pr, 1/pé

(1-0)/p'o + 0/p). Ifrmin (q, q0, qj, then B„ O ([0(1 — 0]~1/r).
Proof. Let;? pe and p' p'e.Since q implies || ||*,s ^ ||27||:<,«

it is sufficient to prove C) with s q.Similarly, we assume that q]
oo and that q„, <h S1, except when poo. Put

/'(*)

and ft (x) /(x) -f(x), where y

It follows from the definitions that

f(x) if |/(x)|>/*(0
0 otherwise

i/p'o - i IVP'~ 1/p'i

i/Po - i IPilp - i/Pi

(3.2)

* (y) 0 < y < ty

y

f t OO ^

and

f*{t) 0 < f
f*(y)

Case 1 : p± < oo, q < co.

We use (3.1), a change of variables and Minkowski's inequality (or, if
q < 1, an obvious substitute which introduces an additional factor of 21/q)

to obtain

f 00 dt
II Tf||;,4^ K21/p'(qlp')"A(1

In t

dt.
+ (J [11/P'(T/()*(0]S-)1/9

n
*
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By H), this sum is majorized by

f 00 dt
K2'"'<«/P')>"|(| [B. II/' Ii;.,.]' 7)"'

+ (j[B,'i"-,"; I/,I

By using (3.2) and Minkowski's inequality again, we dominate this by

r o° t~? ju.

<B0d f-HUp'o-i/p')[12j [y#(j,)]«0j,(4o/po)-i )1/a

(.o Po ot

0° 00 7 y

o Pi a t

00 ty Ji A

+ Bid f9(I/p'-1/pi'[—J [/*CO]"1 i i.
0 P10 j

Again changing variables and then using Hardy's inequality, we majorize
the last sum by

«'Mr,1/1» '

(Note that in order to apply Hardy's inequality it was necessary to weaken
the hypothesis so that qjqt ^ l,i 0, 1.)

Case 2: < oo, q oo.

Following the proof of case 1, we obtain

f n ty

F/p'(T/)*(0 ^ K-2iyM B0 J [/»(^»^(«O/po)-!^!/«®
Po 0

a
00

+ Bi tl,p'-llp'i (— J [/* (y)]«1 y<«i/i>i>-l rfy)1/«!
Pi ty

a
ty

+ Bj t1/p'"1/fh (—J [/*(t)]«iy(«i/pi>-idy)1/41 L
Pi 0 J

Then, after use of the estimate y1/pf* (y) ^ ||/||pa» the proof of case 2
is clear.
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The remaining cases are

Case 3 : p1 qx oo, q < oo,
and

4: p1 qx q oo.

The proofs of these cases follows the proofs of cases 1 and 2, except we

now use the estimate \\ft (/y).
An operator T which maps functions on a measure space into functions

on another measure space is called sublinear if whenever Tf and Tg are
defined and c is a constant, then T(fJrg) and T(cf) are defined with

(3.3)
\T(f+g)\£\Tf\ + \Tg\ and

\T(cf)\ \ c\ - \ Tf\

It follows that

(3.4) \\Tf\-\Tg\\^ I T (f—g) |

Our analogue of the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem depends on

harmonic majorization of subharmonic functions.

Strong type theorem: Suppose T is a sublinear operator and

llr/IUi.^ll/li;^, « 0,1.

Then || Tf ||;Mfl g BBj"'BÎ || f ||*w where 1/p, - (1 + fl/Pl,
1/p'e (l-0)/Pe + 9/pi, 1 /q0 (l-0)/ft> + 0/Qi and l/q8 (1-0)/q„
+ 0/q 'l5 0 < 9 < 1.

Proo/. Let pe p, qeq, p, =- P, and ^
Suppose that / is a simple function. Then / can be written in the form

fix) J (G0 (x)y-e

where Gi is a non-negative simple function such that

(3-5) ||G,|;MJgB(||/||^', i=0,l.
To see this, consider (/* )**, 0 < r<min > <7o> <7i> Qo> <7i)- We have

(/*)** (0 (ho (0)'~° (hi (Of, where

ht(t) [(/*)* /«'(«/r-, i =0,1.
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If Sh(u) (J [A (/)]r—)1/r, it is not difficult to see that /* (w)
U t

S ((/*)**)(")> and hence, by Holder's inequality, that f*(u) ^ (Sh0 (u))x~0

(Sh1 (u))d. Gt is obtained by choosing values smaller than Sht. (3.5) follows
from Hardy's inequality.

Let F(x, z) eiargnx) [G0 (x)]1-z [G1 (x)]z, z complex, 0 < Re z ^ 1.

Since Gt is simple and non-negative, i — 0, 1, TF z) is defined for z

fixed. By considering first a countable dense set {zfc} k^1 and then.extend¬

ing by continuity to all z, we may assume that except for a set of measure
zero I TF (y, z) | is defined for all z and y fixed and (3.3) and (.3.4) are true
pointwise in y. Fix such a point y. (3.3) and (3.4) imply that | TF (y, z) |

is a bounded and continuous function of z, 0 ^ Re z ^ 1. We need that
log I TF (y, z) I is subharmonic in 0 < Re z < 1. This follows from the
fact that I TF (y, z) | eHz) is subharmonic for every harmonic function h (z).
That is, let H (z) be analytic with real part h (z). For a fixed point z let

zk& 1, m, be points which are evenly distributed over the circle with
radius r and center z, m ^ 1. If D (x, m, z) is defined by

1 w
eH<z) F (x, z)— £ F(x,zt,„) eHI-zkm) + z)

mk=1
then

1 w
eA<z> I TF(y, z) I ^ - X | TF(x, ztm) | + | TZ>(j;, m, z) |

171 k= 1

N j m

Since D (x,m,z)is of the form £ (<Pj 00 - ~ X <Pj (zkJ) Xe, with <p,
j=l "t=i 2

analytic, we may again assume that (3.3) holds pointwise in y, so
I TD (y m,z)| -+ 0 as m -» oo. Then

1
2,1

e"(z) | TF(y,z)I ^ — J e"(r + re.e)
| rF ^ z + rei9) | de ^

2% o

so log I TF (v, z) | is subharmonic.
The preceding paragraph implies that log | TF{y, z) \ is majorized in

0 < Re z < 1 by the Poisson integral of its boundary values. In particular,
00 00

log I TF(y,e) I g I P0(e,t) log I TF (y, it) | log | TF(y,
-00 -oo
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oo

1 + it) I dt, where P0(0,t)and P^O t) and Pl (0, t) are positive, J (0, t)
— 00

00

dt 1 — 6 and J P1 (6, t) dt — 6. We then obtain
— 00

\TF(y,6)\r^I exp Y—6^ P

f Ie0
• I exp (- J P,(0, t)logI TF 1 + it) \'

Noting that TF(y, 6) Tf(y\ we use Jensen's inequality to obtain

|T/(y) I ^Hoiyy-'-H^y)9,
where

1 00

HoOO7—: J Po (0, t) I \r »
— GO

and

1 00

ÄiO') =(—J Pi (0,0 I TF(y, l+i0/rd01/r •
1 V -co

Holder's inequality implies (Tf)**(y) g { (y)}1'6 { H\' (y)}0 and then
H ^ ^ ii II

i °°

By Fubini's theorem, H*0* (y) ^ J P (6, t) [FF** (y, it)]rdt)1/r.
1 - ^ - 00

Hence

a
00 1 00

Fo 0 1 - V -oo

By Jensen's inequality the right hand term is dominated by

o' 00 1 00

J J po (0, 0 [TF**0, i'0]*6<*0,Foo l-0-oo
Thus, using Fubini's theorem, our hypothesis and (3.5), we have

1 00
'

II ^0 IIpoSo
— (irgj Po^OllTFCM-Olli-d/)1^
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1 œ

Po(0'° ("'ü)
1 U — 00

^oii Go i;o,o^BBo[ii/«;9;r?o-

Similarly, || ||pi4i g BBx[||/p4'«'.
We now have

(3.6) I T/||p'9' BBo~eB\||/||p4

where / is any simple function.
For any feL(p, q) we find a sequence of simple functions fn such that

II/" Urs 11/Up« and I Tf« I I Tf\a-e'Then' using Fatou's lemma, we have

CTf)** (0 ^ lim inf (F/„)** (t) and || 27|| lim inf || ||pV. (3.6)
then implies that || Tf\\"p'q'^ BBl0~e B{||/||p4.

_

Note that in case p0 q0, pt quP0 q0 and Pi #1 the proof is

simpler and the constant B may be omitted from the conclusion so the

constant Bl~d B\ of the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem is retained.

Section 4. Applications

Many classical operators are known to map LP boundedly into LP\
where the points (1 /p, 1Jp) form a non-degenerate line segment and p ^ p'.
Operators of this type are, for example, the Fourier transform [32, Vol. I,
p. 254], the Hilbert transform [23], the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function
operator [32, Vol. I, p. 32], singular integral operators [4] and fractional
integral operators [12] and [28]. We see from the weak type interpolation
theorem that operators of this type map L (/?, q) boundedly into L(p\ q'),
0 < q ^ co. Hence, we know the behavior of the operators acting on some
additional spaces. If p — p\ this is the only extension of the Lp results.

However, if p < p\ the LP result is improved, since we see that LP is

mapped boundedly into L (/?', p), a space which is continuously contained
in Lp\

The germ of the weak type theorem can be seen in a theorem of Hardy
and Littlewood on the rearrangement of Fourier coefficients. (See [32, Vol. II,
p. 130].) Let us develop an L(p, q) version of this result for the Fourier
integral transform.
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We write the Fourier transform of a function /g L1 (.En) as

(4.1) /^(x) J f(y)e~2"ix-ydy

Recall that if s is a simple function then (4.1) defines sA and we have
|| ^ 112 ~ || s 112- The Fourier transform can then be uniquely extended
suchthat ||/A ||2 ||/||2 for all feL2(Suppose/e 1 < 2,
1 ^ q^ co. Then feL1 + L2and,hence,/A is defined. We have (4.1) and

(4.2) f{x)J f^iy) elKix'y(/A)v(x),
En

in the sense that

j fiy)e-2«ix.ydy _*/-(*) and J /A(x)e2^dx-*/(><)
\y\*R |*|

in the appropriate L (p, g) norm as jR - oo.

Theorem 4.3 Suppose \^q^oo,\<p<2 1/p + 1/p' — 1.

(a) feL (p, q) ifand only iffor all F such that F* /*, there exists
FA geL(p', q). Furthermore, gA F a.e. and || g ||*,4 g B ||/||*9;

(b) g g L (p', q) ifand only if for some G such that G* g*, there

exists Gv f g L(p,q). Furthermore, fv G q.e. and || g ||*, B ||/1|*9.
The proof of Theorem 4.3 depends on a result which is a slight extension

of a lemma found in [32, Vol. II, p. 129]:

Lemma 4.4. Suppose f (t) is non-negative, locally integrable and an even

function oft, — oo < t < oo. Further, suppose f (t) is non-increasing on
oo

(0, oo) and f (t) -» 0 as t oo. Then g (x) J f (t) cos xt dt g L (r, q
o

if and only if f g L (r', q), where l^q^oo, lcrcoo and

1/r + 1/r' - 1.

Proof Suppose geL (r, q). Let G (x) J g (y) dy. Then | G (x) |

o

I * I £** (| x |)- Elementary arguments show that

dt
G (x) J / (0 sin xt —

o t

and then | G (x) | ^ Bf(lf \ x |). (See [32, Vol. II, p. 129].) It follows that
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/* (0 ^ B (1/0 g** (1/t), t > 0. A change of variables and Hardy's inequal-

ity then show that ||/||^ ^ ^|UII*?-
Conversely, suppose fe L (r\ q). We have

i/l*l
I d(x)I ^ B J / (y)

0

(See [32, Vol. II, p. 129].) Hence, [ g(x)| is majorized by (1/| a: |)/** (1/| x |).

It follows that g* (0 ^ 5(1//)/** (1//), / > 0. As above, this implies that

11*11;* *11/11:.«.
"

Proof of Theorem 4.3. FA and Gv are given by (4.1) and (4.2). The

inequalities are obtained from the weak type interpolation theorem and the
end point results ||/A ||2 ||/||2 an<^ ||/A IU ||/||i*The theorem is then
clear for n— 1, since 2g =/A =/v for functions of the type described in
Lemma 4.4. For n > 1 use special functions of the form

/(*l)-X[0, 1](*2) — Xto, 1 ](*„)>

where x (xl9 xn) and/is as in Lemma 4.4.

We prove a multiplication theorem for functions belonging to L (p, q)

spaces. This result is used to prove a convolution theorem for the L (/?, q)

spaces which are Banach spaces. Note that functions which do not belong
to one of the Banach spaces are not appropriate for convolution since they
are not necessarily locally integrable.

Theorem 4.5. (Multiplication theorem):

II f9 \\pq B \\f \\Poq0 || 9 ||pl9l

where 1/p l/p0 + l/pt and 1/q l/q0 + 1/q^
Proof Applying Holder's inequality twice, we obtain (fg)** (/, r)

^ /** (/, 2r)g** (/, 2r) and then the theorem.

Suppose (G, dm) is a locally compact unimodular topological group,
where dm is Haar measure on the group G. The convolution of two functions
is then defined by f* g(x) Jf iy) g {xy~1) dm{y), provided the integral
exists. We develop a convolution theorem for L (p, q) spaces by interpolating
certain end point results.

Lemma 4.6. ||/**||;i00 £ *||/Hn ||;i00, 1 < <GO.

Proof (f*g)*(tsup —L J \f*g{x)
m(E)>J m(E)B
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By Fubini's theorem

mÄE)i I dm(x)^(J |/(y) | \gixy~1) |

KrTTprl \9(xy~1)\dm(x))\f(y)\dm(y),
m(E) e

but

—/l \g(xy'1)\dm(x)^g**(t)g Br1/Pl || ||*
m (h)E

It follows that t1/pi (f*g)*(0^ BJl/Hi!.[| ||;i00.

Lemma 4.7. |J f* g H«,«, ^ B 11 f IIpIi Hgll^«» where 1 < pt < co

1/Pi + 1/Pi 1-

Proof. I/* g (x) I |J'/(>') g (xy~1 dm (y) |. By (1.9) this is majorized
00 00

by J/* (Og* dt, which is dominated by || g ||*i00 J/* (t)~1/pi dt.
0 0

By applying the weak type interpolation theorem to the end point
results of Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 we obtain

Lemma 4.8. \\f*g||*? ^ B || f ||*o, || g|[*i00,0 < 1/p l/p0
+ 1/Pi — 1 < 1> 1 4 °o and 1 < p0, p1 < co.

Lemma 4.8 contains the fractional integration theorem of Hardy and
Littlewood [12] and Stein and Weiss [20]. It is interesting to note that it
is not true that

(*) wrgul^ ^B\\f\\;oPo\\g\\;^f

B independent of/ and g, 1 /p0 + 1 /Pi 1. (See [12].) Hence, the classical ;

Maerinkiewicz interpolation theorem for Lp spaces does not apply directly
to obtain Lemma 4.8. The Stein-Weiss extension of the Marcinkiewicz j

theorem does apply directly. (See [30].) Their theorem uses the end point
result that (*) is true if/is restricted to the class of characteristic functions

of measurable sets of finite measure. According to (2.5) this is equivalent
to the end point result of Lemma 4.7.

Lemma 4.9. || f * g ^ B || f ||*o4o || g ||*]4i, where 0 < 1/p l/p0

+ 1/pj-l < 1, l/q0 + 1/qi 1 and1 < p0, p, < co.
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Proof. From (2.7), we have

|| f* gH*! sup BI \f\,
h

where h* t)g Let 1(h)J/* g(x)h (x) (x).

\I(h)\ sKl I /(y) I • \gixy~1)I\h(x)\

J l/(y) I (J i Ö (jcy-1) I • I I

Hence, |/(A) | ^ ||/fc ||n, where /c0>) J |g(xj_1) |.| A(x) | (x). By

the multiplication theorem it follows that j / | ^ B

where l/p0 -f- 1 \p\1. But k|g[* | h|,where (x) g(x-1). Hence

by Lemma 4.8,

11 k I lp'0?, S ß 11 0 I Ip!«! 11 ^ I lp*œ fs B \ \ gI |pl9l •

Since (G, <im) is unimodular, we have (g)* (0 g* (t) and the lemma

follows.
By applying the strong type interpolation theorem to the end point

results of Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.9, we obtain

Theorem 4.10. (Convolution theorem):

\\f*g\\*pq^B\\f\\;oqo\\g\\;iqi,
where 0 < 1/p l/p0 + 1/pi — 1 <1, 1 < Po> Pi < 00 and 0 ^ 1/q

® i/q0 + lAh i-

Section 5. References

Various properties of L (p, q) spaces have appeared in many places,

often as special cases of a more general theory. We will mention several

places where related results and applications are found. The references

given are not necessarily the first or the only place where the indicated
result appears.

The principal references are [19] and [20], where G. G. Lorentz defines

special cases of L (/?, q) spaces and proves many of their properties. The
notion of a non-increasing rearrangement of a function was used by Hardy
Littlewood and Payley. (See [32].) A simple proof of the inequality ||/||pe2

B\\f\\*pqi^i is f°un(l inO'Neil [22]. The technique used in the proof
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of Hardy's inequality is well known. A different proof of Hardy's inequality
is found in [9, p. 245] or [32, Vol. I, p. 20]. The author learned the simple
proof of inequality (1.9) from class notes from a course given by A. Zyg-
mund in Chicago. A similar proof is given in [11, p. 278].

The L (/?, q) spaces which are Banach spaces appear as intermediate

spaces in the general interpolation theory of Calderön [1]. Peetre [24]
identifies L (p, q) spaces as intermediate spaces for the interpolation theory
of Lions and Peetre [18]. Many L (p, q) results are then contained in these

general theories. In particular, there are results concerning density, inclusion,

separability and duality of the spaces. A ** norm is used in these

results. Riviere [25] generalized the results of Calderön [1] to include

L (p, q), p, q > 0. Similarly, P. Kree and J. Peetre generalized the results

of Lions and Peetre [18].

(2.5) is proved by Krein and Semenov [18] and is contained implicitly
in Stein and Weiss [30]. Halperin [8] and [9] obtains general results on
conjugate spaces and reflexitivity. Results on uniform convexity of some

related spaces are found in Halperin [10]. The results concerning linear

functional on L(p,q), p < 1, correspond to results of Day [5] for Lp

spaces 0 < p < 1.

The weak type theorem of Section 3 restricted to linear operators on
the L (/?, q) spaces which are Banach spaces was proved by A. P. Calderön [2].

We learned that E. M Stein also obtain these results. Proof of these cases

is found in Lions and Peetre [18], together with Peetre [24]. Also see Calderön

[1] and Oklander [21]. Krein and Semonov [17] prove some special

cases. The theorem is closely related to results of Stein and Weiss [29] and

[30]. The weak type theorem for L (p, q), p, q > 0, is proved in Hunt [14].

These cases are also contained in work of P. Kree and J. Peetre. j

The strong type theorem of Section 3 for linear operators on the L (p, q) \

spaces which are Banach spaces is found in Calderön [1]. These results are j

related to results of Hirschman [13], Stein [26] and Stein and Weiss [27]. J

The result for sublinear operators follows ideas found in Calderön [1], j

Calderön and Zygmund [3] and Weiss [31]. Rivière [25] obtains results for
linear operators acting on L (p, q) spaces, p, q > 0.

Stein [26] proves an analogue of Theorem 4.3 for Fourier coefficients.

The multiplication and convolution theorems are proved by a different j

method in O'Neil [22]. E. M. Stein also obtained these results. (See [22].) j

I
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